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HPC Hardware Architecture Overview

Cluster:
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Increasing Clusters (computing) Power

� node performance:
◦ ↗ number of core

I memory system (caches hierarchy, prefetcher)

◦ ↗ core computing power:
I ↗ frequency (over since 2005: heat, electrical consumption)
I instruction level parallelism (out of order execution, super scalar

execution, ...)
I data parallelism

� number of nodes:

◦ communication
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Exploiting Such Hardware
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Vector Instruction

SIMD: Single Instruction Multiple Data

� exploits data parallelism

� operation on vectors

◦ arithmetic
◦ binary

A0 A1 A2 A3

+

B0 B1 B2 B3

=

A0 + B0 A1 + B1 A2 + B2 A3 + B3
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SIMD Instruction Sets

� SSE: 128bits

◦ 2 double precision reals
◦ 4 single precision reals

� AVX: 256bits

◦ 4 double precision reals
◦ 8 single precision reals

� coming up: AVX-256: 512bits

SIMD is here to stay:

Trends:

� larger vectors

� more instructions (FMA, gather...)

⇒ need to optimize code for SIMD
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Using SIMD instructions

� automatic code vectorization (compiler)

� hand vectorization (assembly, intrinsic)

◦ poor portability (depends both on the hardware and the compiler)
◦ hard to write
◦ hard to read

⇒ not a good option

Solution:
Understand basics of compiler code vectorization:

� understand why automatic code vectorization failed

� help the compiler with high level code transformation
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Notation

Note:
� C-like code illustrating transformation

� actually performed by the compiler on its IR
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Automatic Code Vectorization

Code transformation:
Do the same thing ”differently”:

� keep the same semantic

� different code versions

� can be done at several level

◦ source code level (source to source compilers)
◦ intermediate representation (most of the time)
◦ instruction level

Code transformation examples:

� instruction scheduling (optimize ILP, at assembly level)

� scalar promotion (IR level)

for (i=0; i<N; i++) {
for (j=0; j<N; j++) {

A[i][j] = (1/( double) i) * A[i][j];
}

}

� loop tiling (cache access optimization, most of the time by hand)
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Automatic Code Vectorization

Code Transformation:
1. rely on loop unrolling

2. turn set of instructions (scalar) into a single vector instruction

Original code:

for(i=0; i<SIZE; i++) {
y[i] = x[i] + y[i];

}

1. Unrolled loop:

// peeling (if need be)
for(i=0; i<SIZE -SIZE %4; i+=4) {

y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
y[i+1] = x[i+1] + y[i+1];
y[i+2] = x[i+2] + y[i+2];
y[i+3] = x[i+3] + y[i+3];

}
// remainder ...

2. Vectorized pseudo-code:

for(i=0; i<SIZE -SIZE %4; i+=4) {
y[i:i+3] = x[i:i+3] + y[i:i+3];

}
// remainder ...
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Factor Affecting Code Vectorization: Trip Count

Scalar code:

for(i=0; i<7; i++) {
y[i] = x[i] + y[i];

}

≈ 7 cycles

Vectorized:

for(i=0; i<4; i+=4) {
y[i:i+3] = x[i:i+3] + y[i:i+3];

}
y[4] = x[4] + y[4];
y[5] = x[5] + y[5];
y[6] = x[6] + y[6];

≈ 4 cycles

Vectorized with padding:

for(i=0; i<8; i+=4) {
y[i:i+3] = x[i:i+3] + y[i:i+3];

}

≈ 2 cycles
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Factor Affecting Code Vectorization: Dependencies

Loop-carried data dependencies:

� cannot be vectorized:

for(i=1; i<SIZE; i++) {
y[i] = y[i-1] - y[i];

}

� can be vectorized if vector length ≤ 4:

for(i=4; i<SIZE; i++) {
y[i] = y[i-4] - y[i];

}

y[i] y[i+1] y[i+2] y[i+3] y[i+4] y[i+5] y[i+6] y[i+7] ...

y[i-4] y[i-3] y[i-2] y[i-1] y[i] y[i+1] y[i+2] y[i+3] ...

iter i:

iter i+4:

⇒ use OpenMP 4.0 pragma omp simd safelen(n)
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Factor Affecting Code Vectorization: Aliasing

Pointer Aliasing:

void foo(double *x, double *y, int n) {
for(i=0; i<n; i++) {

x[i] = y[i] - x[i];
}

}

void bar() {
foo(x, x+1, n-1);

}

⇒ use compiler -fno-alias option (if you do not use aliasing)
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Factor Affecting Code Vectorization: Data Layout

Poor memory access:

struct coord {
double x;
double y;

};

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {
points[i].x += v.x;
points[i].y += v.y;

}

p[0].x p[0].y p[1].x p[1].y p[2].x p[2].y p[3].x p[3].y ...

p[0].x p[1].x p[2].x p[3].x

MEM:

REG:

Optimal memory access:

struct coord {
double *x;
double *y;

};

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {
points.x[i] += v.x[0];
points.y[i] += v.y[0];

}

p[0].x p[1].x p[2].x p[3].x p[4].x p[5].x p[6].x p[7].x ...

p[0].x p[1].x p[2].x p[3].x

MEM:

REG:
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Factor Affecting Code Vectorization: Control Flow

Conditionals:

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {
if (x[i] > threshold) {

x[i] = y[i];
}

}

y[i] y[i+1] y[i+2] y[i+3]

true true false true

x[i] x[i+1] x[i+2] x[i+3]

mask:

⇒ can be vectorized using masks

Function calls:

for(i=0; i<n; i++) {
x[i] = f(y[i]);

}

⇒ use OpenMP 4.0 pragma omp declare simd
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Factor Affecting Code Vectorization: Reduction

Sum:

r = .0;
for(i=0; i<n; i++) {

r += x[i];
}

⇒ use pragma omp reduction(+: r)
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Performance analysis:

Static code analysis

� characterize loops

◦ vectorized
◦ scalar

Profiling:

� program instrumentation

� record performance metrics

◦ time spent in loop
◦ number of execution
◦ ...
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Intel Vector Advisor

Features:
� static code analysis

� binary code instrumentation

◦ user friendly (no need to change source code)
◦ instrumentation after optimization

� developed by hardware manufacturer ⇒ good hardware knowledge

� handy optimization tips
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Vector Advisor Usage

1. Find hotspots: (survey)

� focus on small part of the code that matters

� find performance issues from static code analysis

◦ vectorized loops vs scalar loops (SSE or AVX?)
◦ reason preventing vectorization
◦ inefficient vectorization (instruction such as shuffle)

2. Run deeper analysis

� find performance issues based on runtime collected data

◦ memory access pattern
◦ trip count
◦ inefficient loop peeling or remainder
◦ check runtime dependency

3. Make modifications accordingly

� go back to 1.
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Analysis: Summary

vectorization efficiency : estimation based on:

� of time spent in vectorized body
� peeling or remainder
� static code analysis
� and runtime metrics
� simulation
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Analysis: Survey

� which loops were vectorized and which were not

◦ reason ⇒ should help vectorizing some loops

� vectorization efficiency

◦ low efficiency: too long peeling or remainder? ⇒ run trip count
analysis

◦ if in loop nest: should we vectorize another loop?

� traits (not shown above): instruction that can affect performance:

◦ insert
◦ extract
◦ shuffle
◦ division
◦ ...

⇒ change data layout? (memory access pattern can provide more
insight)
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Analysis: Trip Count

Count number of iteration of a loop:

� mark loop for deeper analysis in the GUI

� run the analysis again

� no peeling: good memory alignment

� body executed 62 time

� remainder vectorized and executed once
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Analysis: Memory Access Pattern

� access to memory: stride 1 / constant stride / non constant stride

� non constant stride

◦ work on data layout
◦ in loop nest: should you vectorize another loop
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Analysis: Runtime dependency Check

Check data dependency at runtime

� this is for one run!

� help forcing vectorization of a loop (with simd pragma)

� but make sure there is really no dependency at algorithmic level
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Summary

Iterative optimization process:

1. find hotspots

2. characterize issues

3. make changes accordingly

4. compare with initial code

� only spend time on code that matters (hotspots)

� understand why vectorization failed or do not perform well

� compiler optimization are complex, and can be unpredictable

◦ don’t try to guess: check performance metrics
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